CENTENNIAL PARK SCHOOL
“Live Truly”
50 Te Kuiti Road,
Te Kuiti 3910
Phone: (07) 878 7709
email: principal@centennialpark.school.nz

6th September 2021

(Level 2 Whaanau Letter #1)

Kia ora e te whaanau,
All the great work and commitment by everyone throughout Aotearoa has now meant everyone outside the
Auckland region is moving into Level 2 as of 11:59pm Tuesday night.
To allow for the changes that need to take place, the Gov’t have announced that all schools will be open
to all students from this Thursday 9th September.
Kaiako will be preparing classrooms for the Thursday start. There will be a few adjustments that are
needed and the precautionary measures have been taken into account.
So for Te Kura Rautau moving forward, these are the suggestions and recommendations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Masks are optional for use by students and staff in Primary schools under Level 2.
Hand sanitiser will be available in all classrooms, MPR, staffroom, library and front office.
Please maintain all social distancing expectations under Level 2.
If whaanau are needing to enter the school grounds, masks will need to be worn, scan in using the
QR codes and sign our visitors document in the school office.
All whaanau are asked to call into the school office rather than go directly to classrooms.
Hard surfaces that are regularly used in the school will be regularly wiped down by staff.
Within the kura, which involves staff and students, there is no limit of numbers unlike for other
gathering hospitality areas that apply to the public (50 for indoors; 100 for outdoors for the public).
The School Lunch Program will start on Thursday. Lunches will be provided and supplied by the
kura for all students.

For your information: Masks are recommended for Secondary Schools. (optional for Primary Schools)
Technology for Year 7 & 8 students will start next week. A panui outlining all the details for students
working at the High School has been forwarded to senior class Kaiako. They can share with you to
reassure you of the precautionary measures they have taken.
Kai for our tamariki: We will have snacks available during the day for students but the fruit in school
program will not start for at least another week. Lunches in kura will start on Thursday. There are no costs
to whaanau for this.
We hope the extra learning resources you received over the past week were useful and this created some
opportunities to add value to the learning program at home.
We appreciate some whaanau may still sense a little anxiety at this time of uncertainty. These feelings can
sometimes be passed onto tamariki who may not share their true understandings or feelings. If you think
your child will benefit with support, we can arrange for help through counselling or guidance. Please contact
the kura and we will follow this through with you. We have included some ‘Tips for whaanau’ below.
I would like to reassure you that our Board of Trustees members and staff are here to support whaanau.
We are always available to koorero and discuss any concerns you have.

Tips for whaanau, teachers and caregivers – supporting children
Supporting children after COVID-19.
During a period of disruption, our feelings of safety can be undermined.
Helping tamariki feel safe takes time, patience and reassurance from the important adults and whaanau in their lives.
When tamariki are scared, they also want to be with people who help them feel safe and they might worry when they are
not together.
Children can become confused and fearful when changes happen and when they don’t understand the changes.
Take time to listen. Check in about their feelings, and acknowledge and normalize these.

How do children react and what should I do?
All children are different and will show stress in different ways. When children show signs of stress it is common to revert to
behaviors they may have previously grown out of e.g., sucking their thumb, becoming clingy or having tantrums, not
wanting to go back to school.
How children react will depend on what’s changing in their daily lives, what they are hearing, how you are reacting, and the
support and comfort you are able to provide.
The table below lists some common concerns or issues experienced by children and how parents, caregivers or teachers
can respond:
CONCERN/ISSUE
Confusion about
what is happening
and why.

RESPONSES

TIPS

Give clear explanations of what is
happening whenever your child asks.
Avoid details that might scare your child.
Correct any information that your child is
unclear or confused about.

Say, “We need to keep practicing hand
hygiene, we don’t share our food or water
bottles and we watch how we interact with
our friends by not getting too close. This
means we still have to keep a physical
distance when we can from people’s faces
and hands. Let’s practice giving that
different high five with our elbows”

Remind children that there are people
working to keep schools, parent and
whānau safe and that your
family/whānau can get more help if
needed. Let your children know what
they can expect to happen next.

Continue to answer questions your children
have to reassure them the family/whānau
is safe.
Tell them what’s happening, especially
about issues regarding school, sport or
their community.

CONCERN/ISSUE
Fear of being
overwhelmed by
their feelings.

RESPONSES

TIPS

Provide a safe place for them to express
their fears, anger, sadness, and other
emotions. Allow children to cry or be sad.

Say, “When scary things happen, people
have strong feelings like being mad at
everyone or being very sad. Would you like
to sit here with a blanket until you’re feeling
better?”

Don’t expect them to be brave or tough.

CONCERN/ISSUE

RESPONSES

Sleep problems
including bad
dreams, fear of
sleeping alone,
demanding to sleep
with parents.

Let your child tell you about the bad
dream. Explain that bad dreams are
normal and they will go away. Do not ask
the child to go into too many details of the
bad dream.
Temporary sleeping arrangements are
okay; make a plan with your child to
return to normal sleeping habits.

TIPS
Say, “That was a scary dream. Let’s think
about some good things you can dream
about and I’ll rub your back until you fall
asleep.
You can stay in our bedroom for the next
couple of nights. Then we will spend more
time with you in your bed before you go to
sleep. If you get scared again, we can talk
about it.”

CONCERN/ISSUE

RESPONSES

TIPS

Altered
behaviour. Unusually
aggressive or
restless.

Encourage your child to safely engage
in recreational activities and exercises as
an outlet for feelings and frustration.

Say, “I know you didn’t mean to slam that
door. It must be hard to feel so angry. How
about we take a walk? Sometimes getting
our bodies moving helps with strong
feelings.”

Complaints, such as
headaches, stomach
aches, muscle aches
for which there seem
to be no reason.

Find out if there is a medical reason. If
not, provide comfort and assurance that
this is normal.

Make sure your child gets enough sleep,
eats well, drinks plenty of water when it’s
available and gets enough exercise.

Be matter-of-fact with your child. Giving
non-medical complaints too much
attention might increase them.

Say, “How about sitting over there? When
you feel better, let me know and we can
play cards.”

Closely watching a
parent’s responses to
different situations.
Not wanting to disturb
a parent with their
own worries.

Give children opportunities to talk about
their feelings as well as your own.

Say, “Yes, my ankle is sprained but it feels
better since the doctor wrapped it. I bet it
was scary seeing me hurt, wasn’t it?”

Remain as calm as you can, so as not
to increase your child’s worries.

“Yes I have a sniffle but remember we all
get colds sometimes and when we get a
cold we get better. Let’s be kind to each
other, what shall we do now?”

We hope these ‘tips’ are useful and helpful resources for you. We thank you all for your support throughout
this time.
Mauri ora ki a koutou katoa
Kevin Ikin
Principal
Te Kura Rautau

